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CHAPTER ONE

R O M A N I A

It was a cool October night and it was raining. All was quiet and peaceful in
her house as her parents were already sleeping in their room. The girl was lying in
bed, trying to fall asleep, but she couldn't. She kept on thinking of her leaving home
the next day: she knew that it would be a special day in her life.....her first school trip
abroad!  To Romania,  which,  at  first  sight,  is  not  a  dream destination but  it  is  a
country with very welcoming and interesting people.

The following day the journey was long and a bit tiring but she hadn't any
problems to reach her destination, a small  city in the north-west of the country,
named Târgu-Jiu. Her host turned out to be a very kind and outgoing person: what
surprised her was the fact that, even though the language barrier was at first a bit
annoying, they spent so many hours talking and laughing together. 

On her first day at school, the Colegiul National Tudor Vladimirescu, she took
part in a debate about the European citizenship and she learnt a lot of interesting
facts about the cultures of different countries, 

then in the afternoon she visited the city 



and in the evening, her host took her to a competition where they chose the school
Mister and Miss: it was a great show with many special effects! 

The  next  day  was  free  and  all  the  students  participating  in  the  Comenius
Project  met,  so  she  made  fantastic  new  friendships...Portuguese,  Italian,  Polish,
Romanian, Dutch and Turkish teenagers chatted a lot for hours and became aware of
the enormous cultural diversity that existed in their continent. Unfortunately, time
passed quickly and before she became homesick, it was about time to leave....

On her way back, she couldn't stop thinking of her wonderful stay. One of the
aspects she had found very different was the fact that Romania was a country with a
small economy and a few shopping centers. People there also gave much value to
flowers and there were florists almost in every street, opened until night!



          Another  aspect  she  had  found  very  interesting  was  the  fact  that  in  that
country the concept of having a nice time at a café didn't exist: 

in other words, people wouldn't stop to enjoy a simple cup of coffee or even a tasty
breakfast,  instead  they  would  buy  what  they  wanted  and  continue  their  way,
consuming what they had bought. 

Romanian  language  was  somewhat  similar  to  her  mother  tongue  but  the
typical food was so different from what she was used to eat...tasting it, though, had
been a very good experience.

It was so exciting to meet new people and new cultures and this school trip
had increased her desire to visit all the countries involved in the project and know
more about their lifestyles.

She hoped to continue her journey around Europe...but this time she would
have  been  accompanied  by  her  new  friends  to  the  next  destination:  the
Netherlands!



CHAPTER  TWO

T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away, there was a boy, living on a planet
inhabited by  dragons  and  other  giant  creatures  and  where  technology was  very
advanced. It was an amazing but dangerous place, and the boy needed a holiday. He
had heard about the wonders of a small country in Europe, the Netherlands, and
decided to visit it. 

He  faced  many dangers  and had to  stop in  gas  stations  in  many different
planets, but one week later he finally landed on the Earth...The only problem was
that he had arrived in Italy and he didn't know how to reach his destination: no more
special fuel in his vehicle!

Luckily enough, while hiding behind a bush in a park,  he could overhear a
conversation  between a boy, Lorenzo, and his best friend, Diana, planning a  trip to
the Netherlands. He was telling the girl about his dream to visit Amsterdam and she
felt adrenalin running through her veins: yes, Amsterdam, so different from Italy, so
attractive, with its coffee shops and so many entertaining places...

The  extraterrestrial  boy  had  a  brilliant  idea:  thanks  to  his  extraordinary
powers, he turned himself into a human teenager and then sat on the bench, near
the two young Italians. It was easy to start talking to them and revealing that he had
the same destination, so they decided to fly to Amsterdam  together after a week.

The day had arrived. At the airport, waiting for the flight, the girl wondered if
they were really mature to go to a place so different from Italy. So many questions
ran through her mind. She was worried. What about the language? How to ask for
information?  And  if  they  got  lost?  Anyway,  the  new  friend  seemed  really  self-
confident, he would have probably helped them in case of need!

On the plane Diana smiled and relaxed, feeling free to travel around Europe,
wherever she wanted...no visas and no borders. And when she was about to land,
looking  down  she  saw  the  coloured  fields  of  yellow  tulips  geometrically  lying
beneath her.



Amsterdam airport was the biggest she had ever seen, but helped by the new
friend  she  quickly found out from different adverts that by bus she could reach  the
biggest spring park in the world…54 hectars of flowers…Keukenhof. It would be her
first  visit.  The  foreign  boy,  instead,  would  rent  a  bike,  visit  Amsterdam  and  its
museums, travel by boat in the city canals, then they would meet again.

 Sitting in the bus with Lorenzo, Diana could admire people proudly riding
their  bikes,  men wearing  suits  and  women wearing  skirts.  Keukenhof  welcomed
them with music from a huge music box. She wanted to catch all the beauty of the
flower arrangement, it was really much for one day and words seemed useless in
telling the magic smell and landscape.

 

They even found a windmill and immediately climbed in it. She felt like in an
aeroplane. Purple and pink mixed, tulips were as many types as a man can imagine.
Swans on the ponds surrounded by white  daffodils…She felt  that  she could  stay
there forever, but what else would she see in this amazing country?

The following day they travelled with their  new friend to Hengelo,  a town
where Maike, her best friend's cousin, lived. She had always invited him to come and
spend some days there, but he had never had time before. It would take them two
hours to get there and the train would arrive at 10.37 (strange time). Being on the
train, Lorenzo called her, but while talking loudly on his mobile a lady pointed at the
window,  telling  them  that  was  a  silent  compartment.  What  an  unusual  thing!  



Through the  train  window she could  see nice  houses  with  large  windows.
Perhaps  they  revealed  something  about  the  characters  of  their  owners:  open-
minded, no secrets…

Maike  was  waiting  for  them  and  together  they  drove  home:  Lorenzo  and
Diana would spend two nights there  and her neighbour would be their new friend's
host. The next day they all went to visit Maike`s school: Bataafs Lyceum, name of a
German tribe.
 Diana noticed  the numerous bikes parked in front of the school and the red
cheeks of the students: maybe there was a connection… They could attend a Music
class of a very handsome teacher  playing the guitar and teaching  a modern song. It
really was a nice classroom with a lot of musical instruments.

 

Then, in the Chemistry class they could do some experiments, mixing substances.
Maybe  Lorenzo  would  have  enjoyed  Chemistry  more  if  he  had  done  more
experiments. During the Arts and Crafts class students really made small, practical
things, like a birdcage, for example. It was so interesting, so hands on.

 



During their stay, Diana, Lorenzo and their friend also visited Rotterdam, with
its gigantic port, the pictoresque Enschede, which make you feel like living in the
Middle  Ages,  Kinderdijk,  a  village  full  of  windmills,  and  the  day  before  leaving
Amsterdam again,  where the two young Italians  took a  tour  through its  famous
canals. They ate traditional Dutch dishes with long and complicated names and tried
to learn at least the most common words, but the language sounded so weird, with
all those harsh and difficult sounds....

And now it was time to fly again, keeping in mind the nice memories of their
visit. 

When they reached Italy, the extraterrestrial boy had no more euros left in his
wallet and important things to do in his homeland, so he came back to his planet,
but before leaving the Earth he promised to himself to come back soon. And Lorenzo
and Diana were so happy, that they wouldn't have thought twice if they had been
asked to take part in a journey to Turkey, like the next protagonists.



CHAPTER  THREE

T U R K E Y

The end of May surprised her. She was told to go to Turkey this time and the
following day she would fly to Istanbul with her friends. They were so excited and
she felt like in a dream, wondering what the city looked like. Was it full of mosques?
Were the people wearing turbans and smoking waterpipes all day long? Was this
country dangerous for girls or were the people nice to them? On the map Istanbul is
by the sea. They call the water the Golden Horn. She realized that she knew few
things about Turkey: she wasn't sure it was a European country. She also thought
about the colours and the food, but then the reality surprised her even more. 

It was much more than she had expected. When they arrived, the weather
was bad, but despite the rain, they were speechless: Istanbul was a beautiful city
with an amazing architecture. 

After the first night, she was driven to school, the Ozel Cihangir Koleji. The
building was huge and impressive, she thought that she could easily get lost in there,
but her friends didn't  let  that  happen and took really  good care of  her and her
classmates.  Inside  she  visited  every  class,  from  kindergarten  to  12th form,  the
laboratories and the principal's office and was very pleased with what she saw. At

school class performances were organised, and even if they were mostly in Turkish
and she wasn't able to understand many things, it was so cool to celebrate Europe
Day all together.



After visiting the school and making new friends, it was time to go sightseeing.
They took a boat trip on the Bosphorus, saw the old part of the city, the Aquarium
and a museum which really impressed her, with a dome and walls portraying the war
against Constantinople, fought by the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II. You could almost
hear the distant thunder of cannons...



On her last day she went to the Grand Bazaar, where she faced the culture and
customs of Turkey, she thought she was in a movie. It was very crowded and in the
air  there was a mixture of  flavours and at  every corner there were those lovely
sweet candies,  the famous Turkish delights, which looked so yummy...

Of  course  she  couldn’t  leave  Turkey  without  visiting  Aya  Sofia  or  Topkapi
Palace, the Sultan’s palace which was like in a story, big and opulent, just like she had
imagined…

Time flew, and her holiday in Turkey came to the end, she was so sad to leave,
she had made such good friends, that she wanted to stay there forever, but she had



a dream, to travel around the world, so there was a long road ahead...
She and her friends left Turkey with tears in their eyes, and the memories of

the wonderful colours and smells of the country, hoping to come back one day.



CHAPTER  FOUR

P O R T U G A L

It was a cool October day when the girl got the news from her parents. She
had received a six-day-holiday to Portugal on her birthday, and she could take a few
friends  with  her.  She was so excited that  she could barely  sleep that  night.  The
departure  was  in
three  days  time
and  she  had  no
idea  what  to  pack
in  her  bags.  She
searched  the
Internet and found
out  what  the
weather  would  be
like in the following
days. Temperatures
of over 23 degrees
announced  warm
weather. 
     Even  though
her  home  town
had chilly weather with very low temperatures at night, she decided to be brave and
packed a few T-Shirts along with her thick sweaters. She spent hours wondering if
she had  forgotten to pack something. Finally, departure day arrived and she kept
thinking of what the trip had in store for  her.  Before she left,  she had searched
different words and expressions in Portuguese to get a feel of the language. She had
realised it was a strange combination of  French and Spanish. After five hours of
flight, the group began its holiday. Although it was 8 o'clock in the morning when
they got off the plane, they realised the weather was much warmer than they had
expected.

 They decided to spend the first day in Lisbon. After checking their bags , they
set out to find a double-decker bus that had the touristic attractions they wanted to
see in Lisbon on its route. After an hour of searching they finally found one.



During the tour  they  admired the wonderful  architecture  of  the buildings.
They noticed that the majority of buildings were in renovation, and the guide told
them  all  about  the  funds  allocated  to  them.  They  appreciated  the  interest  the
government had shown in keeping the traditional culture alive. They listened to fado
music during their journey.

They had a few interesting stops,  in
which  they  visited  the  Jeronimos
Monastery, Belem Tower and  the so called
'Garden above the seas'. All of them were
surprised by the size of the building , and by the amazing architecture both inside
and outside.

 The monastery had a gorgeous yard, built in a Gothic style with massive stone
decorations. They found out that this monastery had been built in commemoration
of Vasco de Gama's  travels  and accomplishments,  his  grave being located at  the
monastery itself.



After a whole day spent in Lisbon, the girl and her friends decided to take the 
train to Porto, where they would spend the following days at a friend. 

The family she stayed with was nice. She even learned a few things about the
people and culture in Porto from them. And she told them a few things about her
country too,  such as stories  about communism and Ceausescu,  which they were



eager to listen to. She also found out that most of the institutions in Portugal were
private, and that you had to pay for education, health care and all the things you
need. She tried out all  kinds of local dishes,  from beans to sweets.  She and her
friends  were  pleasantly  surprised  by  Portuguese  music,  especially  by  Amalia
Rodrigues.

During the four days spent in Porto, they visited many places such as: 
-Serralves Museum and the gardens,

-the famous Majestic Cafe,    



-Palacio da Bolsa,

-Casa da Musica, 

-the Sandeman winery,

- the Sao Bento railway
station among others.



The school at which their Portuguese friends studied, Filipa de Vilhena, was 
modern and quite  big. The girl  was  delighted  by  its yard, its  cafeteria, its 
library, and especially by its classrooms.
Everything was precisely measured around the school, and its inside had more
to offer than its outside.

The most interesting places were Casa da Musica and Serralves Museum. At
Casa da Musica they were surprised by the styles used to make the building.
The many rooms filled with echoes made them curious about how acoustics
worked. The tour guide showed them around the conference rooms and the
suspended  bar  above  the  concert  hall.  That's  how  they  found  out  that
different  materials  such  as  wood,  glass  or  metal  can  influence  a  room
acoustics.



At the Serralves Museum they were greatly impressed by the hundreds
of  works  of  contemporary  art,  but  they  were  especially  awestruck  by  the
museum's gardens. There, they saw a tree that had its own solid foundation,
they visited the suspended gardens and the house built by Jose Marques da
Silva, his greatest project.



The days went by fast and the girl and her friends had to return home . It was
difficult for them to say goodbye to their Portuguese friends. The trip had been an
extraordinary experience for them and they couldn't wait to return to Portugal!



CHAPTER  FIVE

P O L A N D

After a long winter, the moment for a visit to Poland and a school institution in
Ostroleka had arrived.  The happy memories  of  the beautiful  ancient  Portuguese
buildings and the great shopping were still alive in her mind when the girl started to
pack her bags. 

She wondered if shopping there was just as great. And was Poland still such a
poor, communist country? They say its economy has grown so much over the years.
And do people still live in old apartments? Are they drinking vodka every day? She
realised that she thought rather negatively about Poland.

But the country ....she expected a beautiful landscape. They say that nature in
Poland is really special. It seems there are huge old forests. 

And  the  people.  She  thought  they  were  very  kind  and  caring.   But  she
wondered if besides Polish they also spoke other languages. Surely Russian, maybe
German, even if, for opposed reasons, they probably didn't like them so much.

Time to go! Oh, she shouldn't forget her diary, to record her feelings and her
experience there...

DAY 1

It's early morning. Cold, wind and moisture...Warsaw is stretching in front of
me, covered in thick, threatening clouds. Some hours for a visit to the architectural
monuments,  unique  in  their  grandeur:  cathedrals,  museums,  futuristic  buildings,
everything in a perfect combination of styles.

At the end of the day, we meet the other students involved in the Comenius
project and in the coach our happiness can be  heard: we are eager to know each
other and we travel to Ostroleka noisily together for two hours. Once there, our host
families pick us up: it's so strange to go our own way after spending so much time
together with the group.

DAY 2

Arrival  at  Ogolnoksztalcacego  im.  gen.  Joseph  Bem  Lyceum.  The  teachers
Marta and Iwona have organized a  tour of  the school.  The walls  are covered in
history: nobody has ever forgotten or will ever forget the events of 1943-1944. They
remain alive in the Poles’ minds and in Poland’s history. 



 Amazingly, the Poles seem to live daily the Phoenix myth : to get reborn from
their own ashes, and so besides the images of Poland’s written history, you come
across the vivid testimony of their descendants’ revival displayed on panels.

The  hall  meant  for  our  activities  suddenly  becomes  animated:  teachers,
students,  project  partners,  authorities.  Activities  develop  entertainingly,  with
emotional  involvement  of  the  people  present.  All  the  countries  hold  their
presentations on 'Food Safety'. 

In the afternoon we walk through Ostroleka and see the town, which is very
different from Warsaw: interesting to see the contrast between the capital and a
typical  village. Shopping centre,  then, still  walking,  we go to play bowling with a
large group of students but something is wrong with the reservation so we walk a lot
and then finally arrive to the pizza parlour. 

DAY 4

At 8 a.m. by coach to Biebrza National Park, the paradise of birds, geese and
swans, beavers and elks for which Poland and Biebrza Valley has become the largest
refuge.  In  the  sky  flocks  of  birds  which  return  to  the  marshes  of  this  natural
reservation. We take photos and find out amazing things about species of birds in
danger  of  extinction,  but  which  have  fortunately  found  their  perfect  habitat  in



Poland's marshes. 
Later in the afternoon, visit to an old military fort which was used during the

First World War. The past waited for us, ready to tell us how much Poland suffered
but also how it recovered.

Pleasant but also tiring combination between nature and history...At the end
of the day we are all a bit sleepy, though content.

And at the end of the trip,a nice barbecue...the best sausages I've ever grilled!



After this, back to Ostroleka and like the night before, we split up again. Last
night with our friendly host families, who really made us feel at home. It definitely
was a unique way to truly  live as  a typical  Polish girl  or  boy for  a few days,  an
experience you would have never had with a regular trip to Poland as a tourist.

DAY 5
It's the day of my departure. I'm writing these lines while the coach is taking

us to the airport.  FAREWELL, magnificent Poland! I'll  have nice memories and I'll
think more positively about you. The buildings were so beautiful, you could shop just
as good in Warsaw  as in any other capital in Europe,  people, as I expected, were
kind and hospitable and we didn't see any Polish person drinking vodka.

She felt like this journey had enriched every single participant of the Comenius
Project, none of them would have ever forgot the other students and the wonderful
way  of  experiencing  a  new  culture.  Everybody  would  have  waited  for  the  next
journey...in spring.

And her eyes lay on a picture of the city chosen to be European capital city in
2019, Matera, in Italy!



CHAPTER  FIVE

I T A L Y

Soon, on the 15th of April she was on the plane to Bari. She had two more
hours by car to get to Potenza, the capital city of the Basilicata region. Situated on
the peaks of the Dolomite tops, this city is the second city with mobile stairs after
Tokyo. In the hotel Parco del Seminario, a former institute for children training to be
priests, morning birds were having their concerts and fresh air with pine scent was 
filling the room.  

    
 The  hosting  institution,  Liceo  delle  Scienze  Umane  “E.Gianturco”,  is  a

prestigious  education  institution  in  the  area  with  a   lot  of  international
collaborations. It could be noticed from the Comenius corner situated in the central
part of it. The girl was also impressed by the fact that students went to school on
Saturday, too. She was invited by her friends to a very emotional show called 'The
shoeboxes show'. Students from this institution were presenting the sad  life  stories
of some children they had met, also showing some objects they had received from
them. This show impressed her to tears.  At  noon she had a lovely lunch cooked by
students from the   Boarding school Convitto Nazionale Salvator Rosa, with pasta
and mozzarella cheese with tomatoes, sprinkled with olive oil. In the afternoon she
went to visit the city,  whose patron saint is Gerardo and where she had the pleasure
to find a museum called after  the name of  an  archeologist  from Romania,  Dinu
Adamesteanu, who made a significant contribution in discovering the ancient past of
the region.



It  was then a nice opportunity to enjoy a pistachio ice cream, better than
anywhere  else  and  a  coffee  expresso,  quick  and  strong,  although  Italians  enjoy
spending  time  chatting  and  sitting  around  a  table.

Next day it was time for Gallipoli Cognato, a natural reservation park where
also  signs  of  ancient  civilization  exist.  On  the  peaks  of  the  mountains  a  sort  of
Stonehenge gathering of rocks can be seen. But also for people interested in some
extreme sports, this is the place to come. 

   Paths surrounded by smiling flowers ,the blue of the endless sky and the view 
of the crowning mountains left some unforgettable pictures in the girl`s mind..



In the afternoon, the girl and her Italian friends set off for Matera.

Once a place with very poor people, living in caves dug in dolomite mountains,



who only left their traditional houses, sassi and rupestrian churches in the 1970s,
has now been chosen the European Capital of Culture for the year 2019. It is a city
which is also vibrating by the presence of tourists, where now and there you can
here pianos playing, notice exhibitions, a very cultural place. 

At 5 o`clock she and her friends were welcomed by the mayor of the city,
Salvatore Adduce, who gave her a puzzle of Matera as if he had known she liked
puzzles.

Then she left, leaving behind her a lot of villages and towns on the peaks of
mountains nicely illuminated in the darkness of the April night. She soon got back to
Potenza, where her Italian friends were waiting for her at a pub, the Country Inn.
Noemi, a beautiful and talented Italian girl, sang a wonderful traditional song and
they danced on it. It was a long night and longer was to be the way back home…
    The girl was on the plane going back home, but she realized that travelling was
like a bug she could not get rid of and that she would very much like to do it again.
Each journey helped her understand better people around her, their stereotypes,
learn   European  geography  and  history  at  their  house  but  more  than  that  she

understood herself better…
After all life is a journey we can be pleasant when we find a nice company and nice
places to see…she kept dreaming that this was not to end but to be continued…
   

THE END            


